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Reviewer’s report:

The authors have responded well to the proper recommendations. However, there are still some grammatical or typographical issues to amend:

Abstract - sample sizes should be sample size
Background -
   competitive should be competition
   recommendation should be recommendations
The convincing evidence showed...should be something like convincing evidence has shown
Sentence beginning "longitudinal studies..." remove "and" before "some"
Add "is" before "increasing in popularity."
Change "evidence are unclear if" to "evidence is unclear whether"

Objective -
   Change design to designed

Discussion -
   Change may have reported to have been reported
   Changed design to designed and in same sentence, blinding to blinded (x2)

Strengths and limitations
   Change "second one" to just "second" and "performed" to "perform" in same sentence

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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